
 

 
Day 10 - 18th September 
Paris Heritage Days 
After another good breakfast we set out on our last day of the Interrail holiday with yet another dry 
day.  We walk along the Seine by the Louvre and across to Musée d’Orsay, with its rich collection of 
impressionist art in what was a train station but looks like a palace. 
It is Paris European Heritage Days (an open week-end for free visits to the cities monuments).  So we 
try to visit Palais de l’Elysée, but there is a five hour queue waiting at 11am!  I have to say the UK 
heritage open days are better organised as you can pre-book tickets until full for popular sites.   
We visit Madeleine Church to listen to a service with wonderful singing.  This church was founded in 
1763 and took 85 years to build.  Behind a large statue of Mary Magdalen, surrounded by angels, 
behind the altar is a mosaic freize by Lamaire, of Christ and 
the Saints.  On the ceiling above is a fresco of Christ and his 
Apostles by Zieglar.  The organ sounds wonderful.  We 
leave by the enormous 3.2 ton entrance doors. 
Just past the Paris Opera is the Société générale, founded 
in 1864 to develop commerce and industry.  This building is 
open for Heritage open day so we see inside a central glass 
dome, with all the regions of France depicted below the 
dome and with one of the largest mosaic floors in France. 

 
European trains on time 
Finally we say au revoir to Paris as we board the Eurostar to travel 

back home in the afternoon.  Unfortunately our train developed an 
electrical fault so we had a delay on our return, but we enjoyed a beef 
meal and apricot tart lunch on Eurostar and they looked after us well 
and we are soon back in London.  This was the only slight delay over 
the whole ten day trip, so the trains were very punctual and we made 
all our connections without any problems. 
 

 
Interrail is for all! 
Interrail is often considered only by young people, but it is easy to travel independently through 
Europe by train, whatever your age, and we were always able to find lifts or ramps to go up to the 
trains with the luggage.  Also booking accommodation is very easy either online via one of the 
booking services or else with a hotel chain over the 
phone 
 
It has been a fantastic trip through France, 
Switzerland, Italy and Austria on the train every 
other day, taking in the wonderful food and art of 
many cities and towns on the way.  We highly 
recommend it, and will certainly be back on 
European trains again in the future using the 
excellent Interrail service. 
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Andrew in 1st Class carriage 

Andrew and Louise at Seegrube 


